Mr Darcys Undoing
If you ally compulsion such a referred Mr Darcys Undoing ebook that will offer you worth, get
the totally best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you want to
entertaining books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are as well as
launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every books collections Mr Darcys Undoing that we will
definitely offer. It is not concerning the costs. Its just about what you need currently. This Mr
Darcys Undoing, as one of the most committed sellers here will enormously be in the course
of the best options to review.

Pride and Prejudice: The Wild and Wanton Edition Jane Austen 2011-01-14 It is a truth
universally acknowledged, that a single man in possession of a good fortune, must be in
want of a wife...in bed. Unfortunately, we've never been able to see Elizabeth and Fitzwilliam
in flagrante delicto—until now. In this deliciously naughty updating of the beloved classic,
you can peek behind the closed doors of Pemberley's sexiest master bedroom—and revel in

the sexual delights of your favorite couple. From first kiss to orgasmic finish, this book is
every Austen fan's dream come true—the story you love, with the heat turned up to high. It
will come as no surprise that the dashing Mr. Darcy is as passionate and intense with his
knickers off as he is with them on. And admit it, we've all wanted to see him sans knickers!
Unleashing Mr. Darcy Teri Wilson 2013-12-31 Fleeing a scandal in New York, Elizabeth
Scott accepts temporary employment as a dog nanny in England, where she again meets
Donovan Darcy, a wealthy dog breeder, who Elizabeth previously locked horns with when he
was judging a dog show.
For the Love of a Bennet Elizabeth Ann West 2022-07-04 What if Elizabeth Bennet traveled
with Lydia to Brighton? A reimagining of Jane Austen's most beloved tale, Pride & Prejudice,
join author Elizabeth Ann West as she writes the romantic adventure story she always
wanted! When Lizzy and Lydia arrive in Brighton, it's very clear that the younger Bennet
sister came with very serious plans towards Mr. Wickham. Thankfully, an old ally is also in
town, with problems of his own to solve. After Mr. Darcy, himself, is summoned to Brighton to
hopefully solve two dilemmas with one wealthy member of the gentry, the whole militia is
thrown into an uproar by Wickham's most dastardly deed, yet. Together, Elizabeth Bennet
and Mr. Darcy have to save Lydia from her own undoing, or it will mean more than just mere
reputations are ruined. For the Love of a Bennet is a novel length story, currently being
posted chapter by chapter on Elizabeth's author site. This story was originally
conceptualized in 2019 as a part of the All Go to Brighton challenge.
Without Reserve Abigail Reynolds 2008-03-01 What would have happened if Fitzwilliam

Darcy faced a true rival for Elizabeth Bennet's affections? In a return to the world of Jane
Austen, the plot of Pride & Prejudice takes a different turn when Elizabeth accepts the
proposal of a childhood friend before she meets Darcy again. When their paths finally cross,
Darcy must decide what he is willing to do to win the woman he loves. A heartwarming
conclusion to this lively tale brings satisfaction to all of Austen's beloved characters. THE
PEMBERLEY VARIATIONS by Abigail Reynolds is a series of novels exploring the roads not
taken in Pride & Prejudice.
To Conquer Mr. Darcy Abigail Reynolds 2010-08-01 A sexy Jane Austen re-imagining by
author Abigail Reynolds What if... Instead of disappearing from Elizabeth Bennet's life after
she refused his offer of marriage, Mr. Darcy had stayed and tried to change her mind? What
if... Lizzy, as she gets to know Darcy, finds him undeniably attractive and her impulses win
out over her sense of propriety? What if... Madly in love and mutually on fire, their passion
anticipates their wedding? In To Conquer Mr. Darcy, instead of avoiding Elizabeth after his illfated marriage proposal, Mr. Darcy follows her back to Hertfordshire to prove to her he is a
changed man and worthy of her love. And little by little, Elizabeth begins to find the man she
thought she despised, irresistible... Celebrate the 80th birthday of Regency Romance with
great books from Sourcebooks Casablanca! Praise for To Conquer Mr. Darcy: "Shows a
different side of Darcy, a bold side unafraid of going after what he wants." -Hollywood Today
"Sure to appeal to fans of lusty historical romance." -Library Journal "Abigail Reynolds sure
knows how to steam up a page!" -A Readers Respite "If you always longed for Mr. Darcy to

sweep Elizabeth off her feet, then this is your book!" -I Just Finished Reviews
Mr. & Mrs. Fitzwilliam Darcy: Two Shall Become One Sharon Lathan 2009-03-01 Sharon
Lathan presents Mr. & Mrs. Fitzwilliam Darcy, A fascinating portrait of a timeless, consuming
love — and the sweetest, most romantic Jane Austen sequel. It's Darcy and Elizabeth's
wedding day, and the journey is just beginning as Jane Austen's beloved Pride and
Prejudice characters embark on the greatest adventure of all: marriage and a life together
filled with surprising passion, tender self—discovery, and the simple joys of every day. As
their love story unfolds in this most romantic of Jane Austen sequels, Darcy and Elizabeth
reveal to each other how their relationship blossomed. From misunderstanding to perfect
understanding and harmony, theirs is a marriage filled with romance, sensuality, and the
beauty of a deep, abiding love.
Conceit and Concealment Abigail Reynolds 2017-05-18 Pride & Prejudice meets Alternate
HistorySix years after Napoleon's invasion of England...Fitzwilliam Darcy is a traitor. He
openly admits to collaboratoring with Napoleon's troops. Even if he says it's only to protect
the people he cares about, Elizabeth Bennet doesn't believe him for a minute. She despises
all traitors.But Elizabeth can't make sense of Darcy. He doesn't act like a traitor. He hates
seeing people mistreated by the French and risks his own safety to save young women from
a predatory French officer. And how can she despise a man who loves puppies? There's
something about him that doesn't add up - and he is far too attractive for her peace of
mind.Once, long ago, Darcy had abhorred disguise of every sort. Now he could hardly recall
when he had not worn a disguise. And the enchanting Elizabeth Bennet is a threat to that

disguise, making him forget what he needs to do. He craves more of her, even if she
considers him a despicable traitor and he can never tell her otherwise. But when Darcy's
carefully constructed world crumbles, he must entrust his closest-held secret to Elizabeth. To
protect that secret, Elizabeth must disappear entirely, leaving her family and Darcy behind,
to plunge herself into the dizzying world of top French generals, fashionable London, and the
dangerous world of the Loyalist Resistance. Nothing will ever be the same again.Darcy is
prepared to search the length and breadth of England to find Elizabeth. Now that she knows
the truth about him, there is nothing to keep them apart - nothing, that is, until the day when
Darcy is forced to choose between his country and the life of the woman he loves...
Relations Such As These Sara O'Brien 2009-11-04 What if Mr. Darcy and Elizabeth Bennet
met before the Meryton assembly while touring the Netherfield estate? What if his relations
were just as questionable as hers?Based upon Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice, Relations
Such As These explores the possibilities of what might have happened had the proud Mr.
Darcy met Elizabeth Bennet under different circumstances. Would he act differently, or
would he maintain his haughty demeanor? Furthermore, what if his relations were less than
desirable compared to hers?Relations explores a scenario that ensues when the formidable
Mr. Darcy meets the beguiling Elizabeth Bennet while touring Netherfield Park with his friend
Charles Bingley, and his cousin Colonel Fitzwilliam. What follows is a series of shocking
revelations about the conduct of his family members, causing him to reconsider how
unfortunate hers really are and how fortunate he would be to receive her hand in marriage.
Accusing Mr. Darcy

Kelly Miller 2020-08-26
Miss Darcy Falls in Love Sharon Lathan 2011-11-01 The choice of a lifetime... One young
lady following her passion for music. Two strong men locked in a bitter rivalry for her heart. A
journey of self-discover, and a trap of her own making. Georgiana Darcy is going to have to
carve out her own destiny, however ill-equipped she may feel... Praise for In the Arms of Mr.
Darcy: "Engaging, fast-paced, and searingly romantic." — Austenprose "Eloquent . . . Lathan
continues to bring the Regency period to life . . . I was swept up by the romance." —
Rundpinne "Ms. Lathan's writing is lyrical and perfect for this genre ... Jane Austen would be
proud." — The Good, the Bad and the Unread "One of the best [Austen sequels] yet written.
. .we get an in-depth look into the deep and everlasting love Darcy and Elizabeth share." —
Everything Victorian and More Bestselling author Sharon Lathan has created a world of
sensual Jane Austen continuations, including Mr. and Mrs. Fitzwilliam Darcy: Two Shall
Become One and Loving Mr. Darcy Journeys Beyond Pemberley. Her work is widely praised
for bringing the Regency period to life and for the depth of her stories of true love.
To Have His Cake (And Eat It Too) P. O. Dixon 2010-10-09 In Jane Austen's Pride and
Prejudice, Mr. Bennet had this to say about Mr. Darcy: “We all know him to be a proud,
unpleasant sort of man...” Miss Elizabeth Bennet, herself, spoke of Mr. Darcy's arrogance,
his conceit, and his selfish disdain of the feelings of others—the last man in the world whom
she could ever be prevailed on to marry. The gentleman's housekeeper, Mrs. Reynolds,
described him as the best landlord and master who ever lived. Such varying accounts as
these are exceedingly puzzling, indeed. This amorous, provocative, and at times tumultuous

tale, illustrates Mr. Darcy as a wealthy young man of sense and education, as well as
considerable worldly experience—not at all uncommon for Regency-era gentlemen of his
social standing. He is his own master. He enjoys his lifestyle and has no particular desire to
marry at all. That is until he renews his acquaintance with Miss Elizabeth Bennet—her own
circumstances greatly diminished pursuant to the sudden and tragic death of her father.
Follow Mr. Darcy's journey from a man who, indeed, is proud and haughty, to one who seeks
to please a woman worthy of being pleased. To Have His Cake (and Eat It Too): Mr. Darcy's
Tale ~ A Regency historical fiction adaptation of Jane Austen's timeless classic Pride and
Prejudice. Other Books by Author P O Dixon: By Reason, by Reflection, by Everything
Impertinent Strangers Bewitched, Body and Soul: Miss Elizabeth Bennet To Have His Cake
(and Eat it Too) A Lasting Love Affair: Darcy and Elizabeth Still a Young Man: Darcy is in
Love He Taught Me to Hope: Darcy and the Young Knight's Quest KEYWORDS: historical
Regency romance, historical romance books, Pride and Prejudice variation, Mr Darcy and
Elizabeth Bennet fan fiction, Jane Austen fan fiction, Jane Austen fanfiction, Jane Austen,
18th century historical romance, Jane Austen inspired books, England Regency historical
fiction Britain, Longbourn, Netherfield, Meryton, Coming of Age, Pride and Prejudice sequel,
Darcy and Elizabeth, Mr Darcy, Elizabeth Bennet, Jane Austen Fan Fiction, Jane Austen
Fanfiction, Jane Austen variation, Austenesque
A Matter of Honor Abigail Reynolds 2019-09-10 "When Fitzwilliam Darcy, still smarting from
Elizabeth Bennet's rejection, discovers she was forced to flee her home in disgrace owing to
his actions, his course is clear. He must marry her. It is a matter of honor. All he has to do is

find her and propose. Surely that will be simple enough. But Elizabeth does not want to be
found, especially not by Darcy. From the moment he entered her life, he has caused disaster
after disaster. Now he has followed her all the way to Scotland, foolishly certain it's within his
power to fix all her problems. But far more is at stake than Darcy knows. Darcy's quest takes
him from backstage at Edinburgh's Theatre Royal to the wilds of the Scottish Highlands,
where mysterious Highlanders prove both friend and enemy. And now his search risks
exposing long-hidden secrets that threaten his happiness and her future. On the run and in
danger, Elizabeth is forced to make impossible choices to protect those whom she loves,
including Darcy. Her growing attraction to him is at war with her need for caution, and the
stakes are impossibly high. Can she trust him to continue to fight for her protection when he
knows the whole truth? And if he does, will it be fore love, or will it merely a matter of honor"-Back cover.
Mr. Darcy's Pride and Joy Monica Fairview 2016-06-22 Mr. Darcy and Elizabeth Bennet are
engaged at last, and Mr. Darcy is preparing to take out a special licence to get married
quickly. But, just when everything seems to be going just right, he encounters opposition
from an unexpected quarter. Then, when his engagement is announced - to someone else Elizabeth, understandably, begins to doubt his sincerity. Perhaps their love is doomed after
all... Find out more in this third part of the Darcy Novels series, a Pride and Prejudice
variation.
Musicology and Dance Davinia Caddy 2020-08-31 Long treated as peripheral to music
history, dance has become prominent within musicological research, as a prime and popular

subject for an increasing number of books, articles, conference papers and special
symposiums. Despite this growing interest, there is a need for thorough-going critical
examination of the ways in which musicologists might engage with dance, thinking not only
about specific repertoires or genres, but about fundamental commonalities between the two,
including embodiment, agency, subjectivity and consciousness. This volume begins to fill this
gap. Ten chapters illustrate a range of conceptual, historical and interpretive approaches
that advance the interdisciplinary study of music and dance. This methodological eclecticism
is a defining feature, integrating insights from critical theory, cultural studies, the visual arts,
phenomenology, cultural anthropology and literary criticism into the study of music and
dance.
So Odd a Mixture Phyllis Ferguson-Bottomer 2007-05-15 Autism was not a recognised
disorder in Jane Austen's lifetime, nor for well over a century after her death. However there
were certainly people who had autism, and Phyllis Ferguson Bottomer proposes that Austen
wrote about them, without knowing what it was that she was describing. So Odd a Mixture
looks at eight seemingly diverse characters in Austen's classic novel, Pride and Prejudice,
who display autistic traits. These characters - five in the Bennet family and three in the
extended family of the Fitzwilliams - have fundamental difficulties with communication,
empathy and theory of mind. Perhaps it is high-functioning autism or Asperger's Syndrome
that provides an explanation for some characters' awkward behaviour at crowded balls, their
frequent silences or their tendency to lapse into monologues rather than truly converse with
others. This fascinating book will provide food for thought for students and fans of Austen's

classic novel, and for anyone interested in autism spectrum disorders.
Mr. Darcy's Undoing Abigail Reynolds 2011-10-01 Praise for Abigail Reynolds' Pride and
Prejudice variations: "Lovers of steamy period romances will find plenty to whet their
appetites here." —Booklist "Compulsively readable. . .treats readers to an oh-so-spicy
alternative story line." —Library Journal "A delightful and enticing read. . .it works brilliantly."
— Rundpinne "Romance worthy of Austen herself." — Palmer's Picks for Reading "Fresh
and unique while staying true to the Darcy and Elizabeth I know and love." —Diary of and
Eccentric What could possibly make a proper gentleman come completely undone? What if
Elizabeth Bennet accepted the proposal of another before she met Mr. Darcy again? In
Abigail Reynolds' bold and playful retelling of the Austen classic (originally self-published as
Without Reserve), a devastated Mr. Darcy must decide how far he is willing to go to win the
woman he loves. Consumed by jealousy, he knows that winning her will throw them both into
scandal and disgrace, but losing her is unbearable. Mr. Darcy is going to have to fight for his
love, and his life...
Jane Austen, Or The Secret of Style D. A. Miller 2005-08-28 D.A. Miller challenges the
criticism that assigns the work of Jane Austen to an exclusively feminine readership &
argues that this gendering of Austen's work has more to do with our perceptions of the
author than of the literature.
Darcy's Temptation Regina Jeffers 2009-09-10 The day Fitzwilliam Darcy marries Elizabeth
Bennet, he thinks his life is complete at last. Four months later, even greater joy appears on
the horizon when Elizabeth finds out she is pregnant. But it is not long before outside forces

intrude on their happiness. When the unthinkable happens, Elizabeth and Darcy must
discover their love for each other all over again. Romantic and insightful, Darcy's Temptation
captures the original style and sardonic wit of Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice while
weaving its beloved characters into an exciting new tale. In a story set against the backdrop
of the British abolitionist movement, family difficulties and social affairs weigh heavily on the
newlyweds, and a dramatic turn of events forces Elizabeth to try to recapture Darcy’s love
before the manipulative Cecelia McFarland succeeds in luring him away.
Pride and Prejudice Abigail Reynolds 2016-08-15 What did Mr. Darcy think when he first saw
Elizabeth Bennet? How did Miss Bingley talk her brother out of proposing to Jane Bennet?
And how did Lady Catherine de Bourgh find out Mr. Darcy was on the verge of proposing to
Elizabeth? 15 authors of Austen-inspired fiction decided to answer these questions and
more. Here are the scenes Jane Austen never wrote: ones that happened off stage, such as
Mr. Collins proposing to Charlotte Lucas, and actual Pride and Prejudice scenes from the
point of view of different characters. PRIDE & PREJUDICE: BEHIND THE SCENES is not a
complete novel in and of itself. It is a collection of scenes written independently and
designed to complement the original. The reader can start at the beginning or dip into any
scene they choose. Contributing authors include Abigail Reynolds, Mary Simonsen, Susan
Mason-Milks, Maria Grace, Jack Caldwell, C. Allyn Pierson, Shannon Winslow, Colette
Saucier, Jane Odiwe, Monica Fairview, Diana Birchall, Marilyn Brant, Kara Louise,
Cassandra Grafton and L.L. Diamond
The Price of Pride Abigail Reynolds 2020-12-15 In Love with His Brother's Betrothed... As far

as Fitzwilliam Darcy is concerned, the only good thing to come of Elizabeth Bennet's bitter
refusal of his heart and his hand was his new resolve to prove himself a better man. He'd
done it, too, by closing the painful distance between himself and his estranged younger
brother, Drew. And now Drew is newly engaged to be married...to Elizabeth Bennet. Family
duty forces Darcy to support the engagement, especially since even the smallest hint of
disapproval could ruin the brothers' hard-won reconciliation. But how can he bear to watch
his brother marry the woman he loves? To see her in Drew's arms, bearing Drew's children,
and forever out of his reach? An Accidental Compromise Elizabeth has no choice but to
accept an engagement to handsome Drew Darcy. He's amiable, educated, and respectable,
and if it weren't for his last name, she wouldn't even mind the idea. But to marry the brother
of the gentleman she'd so coldly rejected only months before? Especially now that she
realizes her feelings for him are far from sisterly. How can she marry Drew while longing for
his brother? But the cost of breaking her engagement would be ruination, and with it, the
loss of any hope of a life with Darcy. Trapped by loyalty, love, and propriety, there is no way
out. But old family secrets haunt the Darcy brothers. Could those secrets, when brought out
in the open, change everything? This intensely emotional variation on Jane Austen's Pride &
Prejudice will make you fall in love with Elizabeth and Darcy all over again.
Fifty Shades of Mr Darcy William Codpiece Thwackery 2012-08-31 Elizabeth Bennet had
been brought up to be a proper lady - with perfect manners, skilled in conversation and well
respected in her community. But when Mr Elliot Bingley comes to court Lizzy's sister, she is
given the opportunity to learn a somewhat different skill set upon her introduction to his

friend, a Mr Fitzwilliam Darcy. It only takes one chance meeting with this tall, dark stranger
for Lizzy to be lured into Darcy's secret world of lascivious practices and lusty urges. Drawn
like a moth to his flame, Lizzy is the mistress of her own undoing, for Darcy has made no
protestations of love; indeed, his intentions were made plain from the outset. But even the
most innocent and well brought-up of young ladies have urges, and as Lizzy learns that a
riding crop isn't just used for going riding on her pony, a whole new world is revealed to her,
shaded black and leather-clad.
Married to Darcy A. Lady 2018-03-07 Elizabeth and Darcy have recently gotten married and
trying to live happily together, but they both long for one thing: a child. Elizabeth worries that
Darcy is not showing interest in her as much due to her struggling to have a child.It doesn't
help matters that Jane, who is happily married to Bingley, seems to have a child almost
every year. Lydia and Mr. Wickham are having their third child. Elizabeth fears that she may
be the only sister not able to bear children.Darcy has invited his cousin Anne to visit them.
Darcy and Anne get on well together, which sparks a fire of jealousy in Elizabeth.Married To
Darcy is a full-length clean and sweet romance novel that tells another Pride and Prejudice
retelling between Darcy and Elizabeth.
An Unwavering Trust L. L. Diamond 2015-05-20 Two strangers with no one to turn to but
each other... Fitzwilliam Darcy is in a difficult situation. His father is pressing him to propose
marriage to the last woman in the world he would wish to take as his wife. With a fortnight to
announce his betrothal, he makes the acquaintance of Elizabeth Bennet, who is in a
predicament of her own. Could Darcy be willing to consider Elizabeth as a solution to his

problem and to hers? And can Elizabeth ascertain enough of Darcy's character to trust him
upon nothing but a first impression? Contains scenes with adult content
The Passion of the Purple Plumeria Lauren Willig 2013-08-06 NEVER BEFORE
PUBLISHED! Lauren Willig’s Pink Carnation novels have been hailed as “sheer fun”* and
“charming.”** Now she takes readers on an adventure filled with hidden treasure and a
devilishly handsome English colonel.... Colonel William Reid has returned home from India
to retire near his children, who are safely stowed at an academy in Bath. Upon his return to
the Isles, however, he finds that one of his daughters has vanished, along with one of her
classmates. Because she served as second-in-command to the Pink Carnation, one of
England’s most intrepid spies, it would be impossible for Gwendolyn Meadows to give up the
intrigue of Paris for a quiet life in the English countryside—especially when she’s just
overheard news of an alliance forming between Napoleon and an Ottoman Sultan. But,
when the Pink Carnation’s little sister goes missing from her English boarding school, Gwen
reluctantly returns home to investigate the girl’s disappearance. Thrown together by
circumstance, Gwen and William must cooperate to track down the young ladies before
others with nefarious intent get their hands on them. But Gwen’s partnership with quicktongued, roguish William may prove to be even more of an adventure for her than finding the
lost girls…. READERS GUIDE INCLUDED *New York Times Bestselling Author Christina
Dodd **Kirkus Reviews
Sermons to Young Women James Fordyce 1809
The Pemberley Chronicles Rebecca Ann Collins 2008-04-01 "Those with a taste for the

balance and humour of Austen will find a worthy companion volume."-Book News The
weddings are over. The guests (including millions of readers and viewers) wish the two
happy couples health and happiness. As the music swells and the credits roll, two things are
certain: Jane and Bingley will want for nothing, while Elizabeth and Darcy are to be the
happiest couple in the world! The couples' personal stories of love, marriage, money, and
children are woven together with the threads of social and political history of nineteenth
century England. As changes in industry and agriculture affect the people of Pemberley and
the neighboring countryside, the Darcys strive to be progressive and forward-looking while
upholding beloved traditions. Rebecca Ann Collins follows them in imagination, observing
and chronicling their passage through the landscape of their surroundings, noting how they
cope with change, triumph, and tragedy in their lives. "A lovely complementary novel to Jane
Austen's Pride and Prejudice. Austen would surely give her smile of approval." -Beverly
Wong, author of Pride & Prejudice Prudence
Pride & Prejudice & Passion: Jane Austen for the Adult Reader Dominic Ridler 2002-08-23
BDSM Romance. England, early 19thcentury. Elizabeth Bennet is an independent-minded
young woman, determined not to be ruled by men. She enjoys her sexual passions with her
maid Nell and a farmhand John. But when she’s introduced to Mr. Darcy, she’s finds herself
smitten, despite his haughty nature and belief that men should be dominant in the bedroom.
Although her attraction for Darcy grows, after learning of his taste for perverse sexual
practices, she rejects his proposal of marriage. Meanwhile Elizabeth’syounger sister Lydia
runs away with Wickham, a handsome but unscrupulous young soldier, who seduces her

then prostitutes her. Although Wickham claims to have been wronged by Darcy, which
further turns Elizabeth against him, it is Darcy who saves the reputation of the Bennet family
by bribing Wickham to marry Lydia and take her abroad. With her attraction to Darcy now
overwhelming, Elizabeth agrees to a trial meeting, during which the two have sex. Their
lovemaking and later trysts confirm not only that Darcy is a skilful and considerate lover, but
that he has the greatest respect for her, even after she consents to anal intercourse. When
he proposes a second time, Elizabeth knows what she must do
Pride and Prejudice and Mistletoe Melissa de la Cruz 2017-10-17 Pride and Prejudice and
Mistletoe from New York Times bestselling author, Melissa de la Cruz, is a sweet, sexy and
hilarious gender-swapping, genre-satisfying re-telling, set in contemporary America and
featuring one snooty Miss Darcy. Darcy Fitzwilliam is 29, beautiful, successful, and brilliant.
She dates hedge funders and basketball stars and is never without her three
cellphones—one for work, one for play, and one to throw at her assistant (just kidding).
Darcy’s never fallen in love, never has time for anyone else’s drama, and never goes home
for Christmas if she can help it. But when her mother falls ill, she comes home to Pemberley,
Ohio, to spend the season with her family. Her parents throw their annual Christmas bash,
where she meets one Luke Bennet, the smart, sardonic slacker son of their neighbor. Luke
is 32-years-old and has never left home. He’s a carpenter and makes beautiful furniture, and
is content with his simple life. He comes from a family of five brothers, each one less
ambitious than the other. When Darcy and Luke fall into bed after too many eggnogs, Darcy
thinks it’s just another one night stand. But why can’t she stop thinking of Luke? What is it

about him? And can she fall in love, or will her pride and his prejudice against big-city girls
stand in their way?
'Tis the Season Susan Adriani 2021-11
Fifty Shades of Mr. Darcy William Codpiece Thwackery 2012-11-13 A titillating mashup of an
erotic bestseller and a romantic classic, peppered with puns, this eBook is sure to satisfy
those who love Fifty Shades of Grey and Pride and Prejudice! When Mr. Elliot Bingley
comes to court Lizzy Bennet’s sister, she meets his mysterious, grey-eyed friend, a Mr.
Fitzwilliam Darcy. It takes only one meeting before Lizzy is lured into Darcy’s secret world of
lascivious practices and lusty urges. Her heart is racing and her bloomers quivering at the
thought of submitting to Mr. Darcy’s every whim…
It's Always Been You L. L. Diamond 2019-12-03 All Ellie ever dreamed of was the perfect
vacation.Ellie Barrett's first glimpse of the island resort is everything she dreamed when she
planned her long-awaited tropical getaway-sun, sand, and miles of brilliant aquamarine
water. She'd made it! Two whole weeks to explore paradise. What could possibly be
better?Perhaps an athletic man in board shorts with a body to die for and a pair of stunning
blue eyes? On her first evening, she meets William. Intelligent, amazing to talk to, and hot as
sin, he'd never be interested in her, but it didn't mean she couldn't enjoy the view while it
lasted!But perfection isn't bound to last. What if William isn't everything he seems? When
love persists over all obstacles, is it enough? How can Ellie trust William and protect her
heart at the same time?
His Perfect Gift L. L. Diamond 2021-10-05 A reacquaintance with Miss Elizabeth Bennet and

Christmas in London, what could go wrong? Fitzwilliam Darcy is a man torn between
choices. Having fled Hertfordshire with the singular goal of separating himself from the fine
eyes and pert opinions of Miss Elizabeth Bennet, he finds himself face to face with her in
London through a connection he never would have expected. He would like to abandon his
reservations and court Miss Elizabeth, but other considerations are holding him back,
including his family and friends, who might consider him honour-bound to another. Following
Mr. Bingley's abrupt departure from Netherfield, Elizabeth Bennet accompanies her sister
Jane to London to visit her aunt and uncle. A sudden reunion with the disagreeable Mr.
Darcy is not in her plans, but the man she discovers is not the same one who insulted her so
grievously at the Meryton Assembly. Instead, a doting brother and amiable gentleman calls
upon her in Cheapside. A quiet Christmas at Gracechurch Street with her aunt and uncle
seemed ideal, but the inclusion of Mr. Darcy brings old acquaintances and conflicts neither
expected. Can Mr. Darcy convince his family and friends to choose Elizabeth? Could
Elizabeth turn out to be his perfect gift?
Mr Darcy's Proposal Martine Jane Roberts 2017-07-27 Mr Darcy's Proposal, is a retelling of
Jane Austen's Pride & Prejudice. Included are all the main characters, but their journey is
slightly different to one Miss Austen created. This story has a dash more excitement, and a
touch more love. Fitzwilliam Darcy, realising he can no longer ignore or suppress his feelings
for Elizabeth Bennet, returns to Hertfordshire only one week after leaving. But even the bestlaid plans can go awry, and his first encounter with Elizabeth is disastrous, leaving her with
the same opinion of him as before. When Elizabeth's father visit's Mr Darcy and insists on

him joining the family for dinner, Darcy reluctantly accepts. While the men are alone,
enjoying a brandy, Mr Darcy confides in Mr Bennet the true depth of his love and admiration
for Elizabeth, while assuring him that his intentions are strictly honourable. Reluctantly, Mr
Bennet agrees when Darcy asks permission to court Elizabeth, confident that his favourite
daughter will refuse the austere and unapproachable, Mr Darcy. However, Mr Bennet insists
on one stipulation. Darcy has only one month, until Christmastide, to win Elizabeth's heart,
by which time Elizabeth MUST declare her love for him. If she fails to do this, then Darcy
must leave Meryton and forget her forever. Darcy agrees, confident of his success.
Tentatively, he begins to woo his beloved. Then, just as things seem to be progressing
nicely, Caroline Bingley, George Wickham and Elizabeth's own sister, Lydia, throw
everything into jeopardy. Caroline's reckless actions force Mr Darcy and Elizabeth, together
with Mr Bennet, Mr Bingley and Georgiana, to set off for London, where Darcy is determined
to deal with his nemesis once and for all. Mr Darcy's Proposal uses English grammar,
spelling and historical terms and phrases throughout.
The Journey Jan Hahn 2011-11-17 Danger Shortly after the Netherfield ball, Elizabeth
Bennet begins a journey to visit her relations in London with her travelling companions, Mr.
Bingley's sisters and the proud, arrogant Mr. Darcy. Suddenly, their carriage is abruptly
stopped, and Elizabeth hears the menacing cry, "Stand and deliver!" Abduction The leader of
a band of highwaymen, Nate Morgan, a handsome, masked rogue, plans to seize Elizabeth
for his amusement, but Darcy steps forward and offers himself as a hostage in her place.
When his proposal fails to secure Elizabeth's release, Darcy makes a shocking declaration-

Elizabeth is his wife! Romance At a time when a woman's future could be ruined by the
slightest hint of scandal, Elizabeth's reputation will depend not only upon the actions of a
hero but a villain as well. Filled with danger, excitement, daring and passion, The Journey
follows Jane Austen's beloved characters from Pride and Prejudice as they embark on a
fateful journey that changes their lives forever.
Mr. Darcy's Enchantment Abigail Reynolds 2018 "In a Regency England where magic and
faeries are real...Fitzwilliam Darcy is a powerful magician who controls fire, water, and wind.
What he cannot control is his growing feelings for Miss Elizabeth Bennet. But Elizabeth's
sentiments towards Darcy are quite different. She detests his arrogance, and she fears he
will expose her use of forbidden magic -- forbidden to women, that is. He is the last man in
the world she would choose to help her on a difficult and dangerous task. But when a
magical war looms between the land of Faerie and their world, a Lord of Faerie demands
that Darcy and Elizabeth serve together as his emissaries to make peace with the other
mortals. That mission throws them into the middle of a chaotic power struggle between
magicians whose power dwarfs their own, and everything Elizabeth has ever believed about
her family, her friends, and her enemies will be called into question"--Back cover.
Mr. Darcy Takes a Wife Linda Berdoll 2020-03-03 Mr. Darcy Takes a Wife: The sexiest
Austen-inspired novel that has readers talking You thought Bridgerton was steamy? Well
hold on to your bonnets! This sexy, epic, hilarious, and romantic sequel to Pride and
Prejudice goes far beyond Jane Austen fanfiction to give the curious reader a titillating taste
of how it would feel to be Mrs. Darcy. Every woman wants to be Elizabeth Bennet

Darcy—beautiful, gracious, universally admired, strong, daring, and outspoken—a
thoroughly modern woman in crinolines. And every woman will fall madly in love with Mr.
Darcy—tall, dark, and handsome, a nobleman and a heartthrob whose virility is matched
only by his utter devotion to his wife. Their passion is consuming and idyllic—essentially,
they can't keep their hands off each other—through a sweeping tale of adventure and
misadventure, human folly, and numerous mysteries of parentage. Keep your smelling salts
handy: this steamy bonnet-ripper is Austen like never before. What Readers Are Saying: "I
found myself up until 3AM because I couldn't stop and have read it again and again." "Who
says Jane Austen can't be literate AND sexy... I just kept envisioning Colin Firth all hot and
sweaty." "A lady needs to have a fan and her smelling salts at hand to read this modern day
sequel to Pride and Prejudice." "This is probably my favorite feel-good book; I end up
giggling in almost every chapter" "I am reading it for the 8th time since I bought it four years
ago." "I laughed, I cried, and I blushed!" "It's the love story we hoped for Lizzy and Darcy.
The writing is witty, the language superb and I have gone back to this book many times
when I simply didn't have anything else on hand!" "If you want to know what happens to
Darcy and Elizabeth after they are married and uncensored, this is the book for you!"
Undoing L. L. Diamond 2020-03-28 Seventeen-year-old Elizabeth Bennet had always hoped
to marry for love-that is until she surrenders to her mother's demands and marries the
handsome Duke of Leeds. Thrust into a society disinclined to accept a country nobody who
somehow entrapped one of their most prominent members, Elizabeth holds her head high,
ignoring their whispers and stares and a husband whose indifferent behaviour confuses her.

Her marriage of convenience is nothing like what she expected.Fitzwilliam Darcy is a man
torn. After meeting the Duchess of Leeds at a ball, he is fascinated by her intelligence and
humour, but how does one maintain a respectable friendship with a lady-particularly when
that lady is the wife of his cousin and godfather? His father and his sister both love
Elizabeth, and he quickly realises he loves her as well, though not as one loves a cousin or
even a sister. His feelings must stay hidden from everyone, particularly Elizabeth, but how is
he to keep himself under such strict regulation when he is constantly thrown into her
company? How does one prevent their own undoing?Contains scenes with adult content.
A Pemberley Medley Abigail Reynolds 2011-03-01 Five short alternative versions of Jane
Austen's Pride and prejudice.
Undressing Mr. Darcy Karen Doornebos 2013-12-03 Taking it off in the name of history…
Thirty-five-year-old American social media master Vanessa Roberts lives her thoroughly
modern life with aplomb. So when her elderly Jane Austen–centric aunt needs her to take on
the public relations for Julian Chancellor, a very private man from England who’s written a
book called My Year as Mr. Darcy, Vanessa agrees. But she’s not “excessively diverted,” as
Jane Austen would say. Hardbound books, teacups, and quill pens fly in the face of her ereader, coffee, and smartphone… …Until she sees Julian take his tight breeches off for his
Undressing Mr. Darcy show, an educational “striptease” down to his drawers to promote his
book and help save his crumbling estate. The public relations expert suddenly realizes things
have gotten…personal. But can this old-fashioned man claim her heart without so much as a
GPS? It will take three festivals filled with Austen fans, a trip to England, an old frenemy, and

a flirtatious pirate re-enactor to find out…
As Dawn Breaks Kate Breslin 2021-11-02 Her daring bid for freedom could be her greatest
undoing. Amid the Great War in 1918 England, munitions worker Rosalind Graham is
desperate to escape the arranged marriage being forced on her by her ruthless guardian
and instead follow her own course. When the Chilwell factory explodes, killing hundreds of
unidentified workers, Rose realizes the world believes she perished in the disaster. Seizing
the chance to escape, she risks all and assumes a new identity, taking a supervisory position
in Gretna, Scotland, as Miss Tilly Lockhart. RAF Captain Alex Baird is returning home to
Gretna on a secret mission to uncover the saboteur suspected in the Chilwell explosion, as
Gretna's factory is likely next. Fearing for his family's safety, he's also haunted by guilt after
failing to protect his brother. Alex is surprised to discover a young woman, Miss Lockhart,
renting his boyhood room, but the two eventually bond over their mutual affection for his
family--until Alex receives orders to surveil her. Rose squirms beneath Alex's scrutiny while
she struggles to gain her workers' respect. But when her deception turns to danger, she and
Alex must find a way to put their painful pasts behind them and together try to safeguard the
future. "With her trademark attention to historical detail, Kate Breslin sweeps readers to a
Great War home front full of intrigue, suspense, danger, and courage."--JOCELYN GREEN,
Christy Award-winning author of Shadows of the White City "Readers will be captivated by
this exquisite blend of historical intrigue and heartfelt romance from one of the finest voices
in inspirational fiction."--AMANDA BARRATT, author of My Dearest Dietrich and The White
Rose Resists "Breslin uses an exhilarating plotline and tender romance amid the tension of

espionage to craft a gripping tale rife with double agents, corrupt foreign arms dealers, and
secret missions. Ultimately, this is a story of forgiveness and family, and readers will revel
once again in Breslin's superb chronicling of women's vital contributions to the war effort."-Booklist "Breslin keeps the tension up. . . . The stakes could not be higher--in both love and
war--in this espionage tale drenched in intrigue."--Publishers Weekly
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